SUPPORT THE FUND FOR Women in Medicine and Science

Your support makes a dramatic difference in our ability to provide advocacy, training, and networking opportunities to support the career advancement of women in medicine and science.

**Funding Opportunities**

**$250,000** – Named endowment for *The Celebration of Women in Medicine and Science*, an annual event to honor and award women recognized as leaders

**$150,000** – **Travel and Education Fund** to provide women faculty resources to participate in national medical conferences, seminars, and workshops

**$100,000** – **Mentorship and Leadership Fund** to support activities that coach women faculty on the processes of career development and advancement

**$50,000** – **Lectureship Series** of nationally renowned women speakers which supports an exchange of ideas and foster collaboration

**$25,000** – **Early-Career Development Initiatives** to enhance professional skills for leading and managing in a diverse academic environment

Donors who pledge $25,000 or more will be recognized as members of the Dr. Theresa Ora Snaith Society for Women in Medicine and Science. Dr. Snaith was the first woman to graduate from the University of Maryland School of Medicine in 1923. Alumni, faculty, and friends who make contributions to the UMSOM of $10,000 and above are recognized as members of the John Beale Davidge Alliance, a permanent recognition society of The Medical Alumni Association of the University of Maryland, Inc.

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON GIVING OPPORTUNITIES
CONTACT THE OFFICE OF DEVELOPMENT:
410.706.8503